


In a fast changing environment, 
the continued growth of the 
company is determined by its 
working ways.

The key to success is enhanced 
productivity in today’s ever-more 
complex and diverse collaborative 
workplace.

Transform your way of working.

Start now with the Nexoffice 
collaboration solution.

The Nexoffice Solution is based on 
solid technology and expertise to 
provide a secure environment for 
the success of your collaboration.

Enterprise growth starts with 
smart collaboration.



Nexoffice is a collaboration solution  
provided as a suite with a collection of 
essential collaboration tools, such as mail, 
approvals, PIMS, messenger, video chat 
and file share for the enterprise environment 
with enhanced security.
With Nexoffice, experience 
the optimal collaboration workspace 
anywhere, anytime.



Collaborate seamlessly and 
efficiently on one platform
The features and the usability of Nexoffice have 
been optimized so you can seamlessly use various 
collaboration tools from different devices. 
Use the internal and external systems integrated 
with the solution built on a secure environment 
and experience enhanced productivity.



Collaboration hub Security Integration

Nexoffice provides 
key features like Mail, 
Messenger, Meeting, and 
EFSS as a suite based on 
the stable technology and 
operational know-how of 
Samsung. With Nexoffice 
you can achieve the highest 
level of collaboration 
efficiency. 

Environment for 
preventing external threats, 
such as spam, malware, 
and viruses is provided. 
Data is protected through 
features, such as fine 
grained user permission 
management, secret chat, 
and screen capture 
prevention.

Integration is easy with 
internal systems like 
Nexoffice, ERP, and PLM 
and external systems like 
Salesforce.



All-in-one collaboration solution
Nexoffice Mail, Messenger

Fully immersive conferencing
Nexoffice Meeting

Mail
Various features are provided, such as large file 
attachments, automatic classification of received 
mail, and integrated search. 

Unified Conferencing
Web conferences, video conferences, and audio 
conferences are provided together so the 
conference type optimal for the participant’s 
situation can be selected. 

Messenger
Share text, audio, video, and screens instantly for 
real-time collaboration. Also you can easily search 
the employees and check their status

Document and screen sharing
Share documents and screens from PC or 
mobile. Comments can be left using 
the annotation tool.

Remote control 
Change authority during screen sharing to 
allow other participants to control the screen 
remotely.

PIMS
Easily register and check schedules.

System integration
Integration to the internal systems and the 
external SaaS solutions is provided based on 
SAML-based SSO and open API. 

Key Functions



Enterprise file sync and share
Nexoffice EFSS
Workspace
A virtual work environment for collaboration 
where members can make posts and drives to 
share files and edit it together.

Drive 
EFSS provides a drive where files can be shared 
and managed in department and work units. 
Access to the driver is possible via Windows 
File Explorer. 

Stream
Like an SNS service, materials and posts that 
have been created or edited according to the 
workflow can be viewed in the timeline.

Real-time editing
Save time by working on a document saved in the 
drive at the same time. Work together in real-time 
using Pad without the need to collect individual edits.

* EFSS : Enterprise File Sync & Share 



Discover intelligent ways to collaborate 
with Nexoffice



A worry-free environment is provided 
in terms of security to reduce enterprise 
risks. Customize security features for 
your enterprise needs.

Collaboration tools that are essential for 
work are provided in a software suite, 
making it more affordable than introducing 
individual tools. Integration with existing 
internal and external systems is possible 
for a reduction in development costs.

Cost 
reduction

Advanced security 
and compliance

Fast and precise collaboration is 
supported anywhere, anytime. 
Improve your team collaboration 
and maximize productivity.

Maximum 
productivity



Connected team for real-time 
collaboration
When you need to work together urgently on 
a customer proposal as an example, you can 
communicate instantly with your colleagues 
via text messaging, voice, and video, and 
simultaneously edit documents in EFSS 
to quickly produce the final outcome.

Unleash the 
potentials 
of Nexoffice

Use Cases



Smart work with system 
integration

When conducting work, such as making an order, 
billing, or providing customer service, individual system 

login is not required because SSO is supported. Also 
the current progress can be shared through mail and 

messenger so you can focus on more important work 
without wasting time

Secure file sharing and real-time co-editing 
With EFSS, you can work on a document together and complete 
it efficiently. Use the document share feature in Meeting or 
Messenger to co-edit a document in real time.
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